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ABSTRACT 

On November 29, 1978, NIOSH conducted a walk-through industrial hygiene 
survey of the RF scaling area at Standard Plastic Products, Inc., South 
Plainfield, New Jersey: The purpose of the survey was to identify a 
population of workers· that could be used in a study to determine whether 
any health effects are associated with occupational exposures to radio 
frequency radiation. A potential cohort of workers was identified in 
the RF heat sealing area. Electric and magnetic fields produced by the 
RF heat sealers were measured to document exposure levels. The electric 
field strength levels were greater than 1000 V/M (duty cycle corrected) 
on all three heat sealers evaluated. Personnei record systems were 
evaluated as to their use in conducting an epidemiologic study. The 
cohort identified could be used in the study if combined with similar 
cohorts from other plants. 
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are associated with occupational ex
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INTRODUCTION 

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) is 
mandated under Section'2o(a)(7) of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act of 1970 (PL 91-596) to conduct and publish industry-wide studies 
of the effect of chr;nic or low level exposure to ·industrial materials, 
processes, and stress~s on the potential for illness, disease, or loss 
of functional capacity in aging adults. 

In recent years, there has been an increased use of radio frequency (RF) 
radiation which is that portion of the non-ionizing electromagnetic 
spectrum from about 0.03 megahertz (MHz) to about 300 gigahertz (GHZ) 
with wavelengths in free space of 10 kilometers to l millimeter. 
Investigators, mainly in the United States, the Soviet Union, and Eastern 
Eur6pean countries, have reported biologic~l effects in humans and 
animals resulting from exposure to RF radiation.-RF radiation has been 
implicated in biological phenomena such as altered transmembrane poten
tials, increased membrane permeability, hyperthermia, hormonal imbalance, 
chromosomal anomalies, mutagenesis, and carcinogenesis. More recently, 
research has indicated that RF radiation can effect the incidence of 
infertility ana teratogenesis among an exposed worker population. 

Based on the implications presented by recent research, NIOSH elected 
to study the human health effects associated with exposure to RF radi
ation. To assess these effects, a study population of workers who have 
had long term exposure to RF radiation must be identified. Preliminary 
i~vestigations indica~ed that a coho~t might possibly be found in indus~ 
tries using RF heat sealers. Therefore, Standard Plastic Products, Inc., 
(SPP) was selected for consideration based on the above crit~ria. 

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY 

SPP constructed the origirial buildihg on this 10 acre site in 1965. In 
1966; ·an addition brought the total area to 225, 000 square feet. SPP 
began in 1943 as a small manufacturer of handbags. Mattel Toys purchased 
SPP in 1962 and since then, the product line has been toys with few manu
facturing changes. These products (mostly plastic) are manufactured by 
cutting, gluing, stitching, screen printing, and heat sealing operations. 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK FORCE 

Currently, SPP has approximately /4.£2 employees. Of these employees, 150 
work in the administrative area and 250 work in the production area. 
About 90% of the worker popul~tion is comprised of Puerto Rican, Black 

----:--::,---'---.,.--\ 
~nd_tolish employees. The annual turnover rate for tfie work force is 
a bout 25%. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS 

Onty the RF heat sealing operations were surveyed. Other operations such 
as sewing, gluing, urethane foiming, and.screen printing were only 
assessed as to their ·potential to be a confounding exposure. If the study 
is conducted at this facility, exposures to paints, solvents, adhesives, 
and other chemicals must be evaluated. 

A total of 15 people work in the heat sealing area. Most of the operators 
are elderly women. About 10 RF heat sealers are located in a large open 
area with no screening. The number of heat sealers operating depends 
on the production schedule. In 1971 the number of heat sealers was about 
85 which gradually dropped to the current number of 10. -
A heat sealing machine consists of a RF radiation source, control panel, 
vertical workhead with die, ~nd pattern table. Large sheets of PVC are 
cut into the pattern necessary to form the product. Two or more patterns 
are required to fabricate the final product. The PVC patterns are placed 
in a holder on the pattern table of the heat sealer. Dual activation 
buttons are pus·hed simultaneously _which causes the die heat to move down
ward until it comes into contact with the PVC pattern and table top. 
When the die head comes into contact with the pattern table, an 
electrical circuit is completed activating the RF source. The RF. radi
ation melt~ the PVC pattern where it comes into coritact with the die 
head. Where the PVC melts, a seal is formed joinirig the two patterns 
together. Using thii method of sealing, two or more patterns of PVC 
are joined forming a final product. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPOSURES 

The only significant exposure in the heat sealing area appears to be 
RF radiation. There will be some low level exposures to paints, solvents, 
adhesives, and other chemicals from areas outside the heat sealing area, 
but these levels should be low enough to not be a confounding factor. 

Several past surveys of the heat sealing area have been conducted. The 
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has conducted several surveys 
to measure the operating frequency of the heat sealers. The Employers 
Insurance of ·wausau conducted surveys to determine the exposure levels 
of ·acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, methyl isobutyl ketone and toluene. 
In addition, Gol_lob Analytical Service sampled for acrylonitrile. OSHA 
conducted an inspection to assess -safety and health hazards. 

NIOSH, during this walk-through survey, measured the intensity-of the 
electric and magnetic fields generated by several of the heat sealers. 
The field intensities were corrected for duty cycle to determine the 
exposure level of the operator when operatingtiieheat sealer. 
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DESCRIPTION OF MEDICAL, INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE 
AND SAFETY P ROGRA:-1S 

The plant medical proiiam is administered by a full-time registered 
nurse. In addition, the plant retains Drs. McLaughlin and Sanford for 
medical iervices requiring a doctor. For minor injuries .and emergency 
medical care, ea~h shift has trained first aid personnel available. New 
employees do receive entrance medical examinations, but subsequent 
medical examinations are not provided.· 

The industrial hygiene program is administered on a consultant basis 
through Employers Insurance of Wausau. Normally an industrial hygiene 
survey of the facility is conducted annually. The safety program is ad
ministered by Charles LaBette and is designed to comply with OSHA 
standards. 

DESCRIPTION OF RECORD SYSTEM 

The personnel records are maintained on site for each worker and for 
terminated employees since 1970. The personnel recor~ contains the 

. following information: 

1) change of status form which records each time a worker changes 
jobs including d~te of change; 

2) the initial employment application, 
3) employee withholding form, 
4) secrecy form for new product lines, 
5) and personnel card with work history. 

The pension and medical benefits for wage roll employees are provided 
by the International Leather Goods, Plastic.and Novelty Workers' Union. 
The sal~ried employees have a 10 year noncontributory pension program. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The electric field strength levels were greater than 1000 V/M (duty cycle 
corrected) on all three heat sealers evaluated (see Table). These levels 
exceed the current ANSI C95.l-1974 guidelines (200 V/M) by at least a 
factor of five. Therefore, actions should be taken to correct this situa
tion. Although a proven hazard has not been documented at these levels, 
a .resonant absorption effect has be~n demonstrated which i.ndicates that 
maximal heating of the body will occur at these frequencies. Therefore, 
the addition of shielding to these heat sealers to reduce employee expo
sure seems to·be in the best interest of workers and management. Although 
only electric and magnetic field str~ngth levels were measured, there 
appears to be no other significant exposu~e to either physical or chem
ical agents. 
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The records at SPP are adequate for identifying •a cohort of workers 
-employed in the heat sealing area along with an appropriate control 
group. However, this cohort would not be large enough for a reproductive 
health effects study. ,But if a Large enough cohort cannot be identified 
at one plant, the study cohort may include workers from several plants 
where the employee populations have similar type exposure to RF radiation 
and are similar in ra~ial composition. 

To date, NIOSH has not identified enough plants with this criteria to 
define an app~opriate study population. However, future plant visits 
are planned to several additional plants which may fit this criteria. 
Therefore, Standard Plastic Products, Inc. is still being considered 
as a possible participant in the study. 
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TABLE OF HEAT SEALER DATA AND EXPOSURE LEVELSl 

Electric Field3 Magnetic Fleld3 

Heat Sealer Power Output Operator (V/M) (A/M) 

Serial ·Number2 (Kilowatt) Position Neck Chest/Waist Knee ·Neck Chest/Waist Knee 

3319 10 Sitting/RS4 >1193 >1193 >1193 ·o. 24 0.29 0.22 

3319 10 Sitting/LSS >1193 >1193 >1193 0. 34 0. 24 0.38 

3477 15 Sitting/RS >1216 >1216 >1216 0.09 0.20 o.oo 

3477 15 Sitting/LS >1216 >1216 >1216 0.14 . . 0.00 0. 2S . 

3458 20 Sitting/RS >1259 >1259 >1259 ·O .• 23 -o. zg 0 .43 

3458 20 Sitti_ng/LS >1259 >1259 >1259 0.00 0.51 0.60 
-. 

1 Recommended guidelines are 200 volts/meter (V/M) for electric field and 0,5 amperes/meter (A/M) for 

magnetic field per ANSI C95,l - 1974 (See Appendix I for field data sheets). 

2 See Drawing in Appendix II for relative location of heat sealers. 

3 - Electric and magnetic field levels are tim~-weighted based on the duty cycle. 

4 - RS - Right Side 

S ~ LS - Left Side 
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:RF HEASUr:.EtENTS f Of.}t 

Surveyor: Bi 11 Hurray 

Company: Standard Plastics Products, 

Inc.· 

Contact: 

'Phone fl: (212) 756-7300 

Date: · November 29, 1978 

PVC Heat Sealing 
lt.Fo Appllcation: 

R~Fo Source HFG.: Sealomatic 

Hodel/Type: 1000F540. Pot-;er output: lOKW 

Mfg. S/N: Co. S/N: 11 ------- ----3319 

26 9\!HZ 2 7 1 "H'.-·P 
'Freq.: Measured · ' Tagged ·, t..- .. '--

Total ti~c co. has operated machine: _____ _ Yhase: 220V 3~ 60 A/0 

Duty Cycle: ON _ 2_·_5 ____ Scco 
HP 5300 

:freq. Heasuxcmcnt Equip.: ------
· 10.S OFF ______ Sec. • (1.045) 

R-'FIELD 
2 

Measurement NBS ( c:n Loop)" ·· NA~A HDf..! 

•Locc1tion ·; 3 ll] m V/n 1 2 3 I . A/r1 :i . '(A/t!) 2 A/c~ 

Open~tor 
Posi t·ion /Sitting-RS 

. 

l:yc 

'Neel: >30 t.2720 (1193) 3 
- 0.30 p.ssco.2-i ) 

-
Chest 

l1a:ist >30 t2720 (119 3) ' 0.45 0.67(0.2 9) 

GonQ.cl I . . 

l~nce >30 !2720 (1193) I I 0.25 0.50(0.2 2) 

f.n1~1C!:: 
t 

Opcrz.tor 
l>os:.tio:1 /Sitting-LS 

Eve 
. 

Neck >30 · 7 7?0 (1193) · 
0.60 0.77(0.3 -+) 

Chest -
lfo:l~t >30 2720(1193) I I 0.30 0.-55(0.:? --1-) 

Gon:1d I l 
l~lH~~ >30 •(under 

table) :2i':20 (1193) 0.75 0.87(0.3 8) 

An1:1c!"; 
. I 

1 - Electric field measured with i\:11:ional Bureau of Standards (NBS) Mode 1 E0-2 

designed and calibrated by ~BS. 
2 - ~bgnctic field r:1casurcd with ~arda Model 8607 with Mode~ 8635 probe, calibration 

traceable to ~BS. 

3 - Number in parenthesis is timc-~eiohtcd b d 
o ase on duty cycle. 

--------~-------~-......,;:.._. ____________________ . ----- · 1 
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Surveyor: __ B_i_l_l_f_•lu_r_r_a_Y ______ _ Da tc :- __ 1~_1o_v_e_mb_e_r_2_9_,_1_9_7_8 ___ _ 

Comp.my: Standard Plastic Products, R.F. Application: PVC Heat Sealing 

Inc. R.oF o Source W:C.: Sealomatic ----------
. Hodel/Type: ISOOES70 Po-..•er output: 151'1'1' 

Contact: Mfg. S/N: __ 34_7_7 ____ Co. S/N: __ s __ 

Phone 0: (212) 756- 7300 Freq.: Hcasured26.90~!HZ Tagecd27.L2~·lHZ 

. 
Total time co. has operated machine: _____ _ Phase: -----------

220V 30 80 A/0 

Duty Cycle: ON Sec. ------2.5 

OFF 10·. 0 Sec. ------
E-FIELD 

Measurement NBS /ED:-~- 2 

•Location uj /i:1.3 V /r.1 
Oper2tor . . 
Posiiion/S1tt1ng-RS 

1-:ye 

lkck >30 2720(1216) 

Chest 

\faist >30 2720 (1216). 

Gom!.d 

Knee >30 2720(1216) 

Ankles 
Oper~tor. 
Pos!tion/Sitting-LS 

Eye 

lkck >30 2720(1216) 

Chest 

Hzd $ t >30 2720 (1216) 

Gon;,d 

1:nce >30 (under 
t:-tblc) 2720 (1216) 

Antle!; . 

• 

Freq. Hcasurcmcnt Equip.: 

•(1.045) 

H-FIELD 

NBS ( cm Loop)' ·· .. 
1 2 3 • A/".:! I (A/~I) 2 

- 0.05 
. I 

0.20 

. 

I 0.00.' 

. 
0.10 

I 0.00 
·1 -

0. 30 

. . 

8 

HP S300 

A/~ 

0.22(0.0 9) 

0. 45 (0. 2 0) 

0.00(0.0 0) 

0.32(0.1 4) 

0.00(0.0 0) 

0.55(0.25 ) 
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. 1'F HEASURU·tENTS FORH 
. 

. 
Bill Murray 

., 
Date: November 29, 1978 

1rvcyor: 
.. ' 

,:npany: Standard Plastic Products, R. F. Applicati6n: PVC Heat Sealing 

-
Inc •. 'Ro'F• Source HFG.: Sealomatic 

Hodcl/'l.'ypc: ~s7o Po-;...,er output: 20K1t, 

. , . 
' 3458 7 
)ntact: . Mf1;. S/N: Coo S/N: 

1onc C: (212) 756-7 300 Freq~: Measured 27. l 7NHZ . Taggca27 .1_2~'.3-IZ 

. 

'.'ltal time co. has opcrntecl machine: Phase: 220\T 30 120 A/f; 

uty Cycle: ON 3.0 Sec~ Freq. Hc.asur.cmcnt Equip.: HP 5300 

. 

. OFF 10.5 Sec • (1.045) 

E-FlELD . H-'FIELD 

basurement NB_S /ED:•f-2 NBS ( cm Loop)". NtLrzDA Jrnf: 

Jocation µj /i':1.3 V/r:1 1 2 3 I Ah I (A/~l) 2 I A / c, 

- .n.1 l .• 

)Crator .. 
::-isi don /Sitting-RS 

,•c 

>30 2720(1259) 
. o. n co·. 2 

:!Cl::. 
0.50 3) 

1est I 
_. :iist >30 2720(1259) I 0.40 0.63(0.2 9) 

Pnn.cl I , . 

nee. >30 2720(1259) 0.85 0.92(0.4 3) 

1klcs 
')Crator 

:)s:.t:i.o!:1 /Sitting-LS 

f/C 
. 

: ~ck >30 2720 (1259) 0.00 0.00{0.0 O) 

IC:St 
. 

.bi$t >30 2720 (1259) I I 1.20 1.10(0.5 1) 

.pn:1d 7 
~lCC >30 2720 fl 259) I I 1. 70 1.30(0.6 

1Llc$ - . 
0) 

. ., 

. . .. 
. 

9 .. ., 
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DRAINING: HEAT SEALING AREA - SPP 
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Heat sealers are located in a large open space with no enclosing screens 
or walls. Relative location are denoted using pillar numbers,. DDD 17, 
DD 17, etc. 
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